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Mens hairstyles for straight hair long length

I had every haircut imaginable. Well, at least, it feels like that. I relaxed my hair, shredded, shredded, dyed it blonde and was natural. I say all this to say that black hair is as versatile as it is beautiful. Since the big hacking for the second time, my hair has now grown to a medium length that has allowed
me to try out a variety of hairstyles. My favorite hair look at the moment is corneas, washing and going, and the afro smoke I spent all weekend perfecting myself. The good news about medium hair is that whether you continue to see your stylist every six weeks to get your new growth under control or
you've put your hot tools in forever - there's an option for you. Just be sure to state and hydrate your coils as you try the 15 styles on this list. 01 of the 15 Twist outs are sorted style in the natural hair community, and JJ's beautiful hair reminds us that going grey is not something to fear but embrace. 02 out
of 15 Kahlana Barfield's shoulder-length bob has always gave me hair envy. The curling wand offers an easy way to get the waves you want. The expert advice I learned while straightening my hair was to hook my tresses every night to keep my waves intact. 03 out of 15 Hair discrimination for black
women is still alive and well in the workplace, especially for brown beauties with locusts. But hair icons like Keisha remind us to wear hairstyles unique to us with pride. 04 out of 15 Yara Shahidi always get it right. If you are not up for wearing all your curls, choosing for smoke with ribs is the perfect
environment. 05 of Mirian's 15 fake hawk may seem to require the help of an expert stylist, but with a rattail comb, a little edge control and a few hair ties, you'll be able to create this look yourself soon. 06 out of 15 Regina Hall's Met Gala appearance was a mood. Not only because of the middle part and
silky texture, but the pop of color added a surprise element. For hair with a dark texture can be a risk of curly damage when trying to achieve colors like pastel pink by bleaching (but that doesn't mean we can't give these views a spin). All you need is a good wig and a side of trust. 07 out of 15 Protective
styles like fake locusts not only allow you to change your appearance, but can give your gina a break from everyday manipulation. Take a cue from Nikitha, and add colorful hair accessories or strands to make your locases even more pop. 08 of the 15 Bantu knots have a dual function as they can also
serve as a protective style and stretch coily hair. Putting wet hair in bantu knots and then stripping when they are dry can also create a beautiful, beach-wave look. 09 out of 15 When I bred my Big Chop, wraps became my go-to. I loved the way the printed fabrics lifted my wardrobe, but the real perk was
that they helped my hair grow because I manipulated my 4c coils less. Learning to attach a wrapper can be a challenge, but my advice is to look at a few tutorials, then find a way that works you, you. 10 out of 15 If you're looking for a style to wear for a special occasion or want to show off your
cheekbones, Kia Marie's side-swept fro is a great place to start. 11 out of 15 You can never go wrong with your cornea. They're simple, they go with anything and they don't require too much time to style. Follow Kelly Rowland's lead and add a pop of color to your lips to complete the look. 12 of Marsai
Martin's 15 Afro puffs add fresh spin to the '90s classic. If you're not an expert on braids, take this elegant photo of Marsai to your stylist and don't forget the golden accents. 13 out of 15 When wrapping your hair around, you don't have to cover your entire head. Make a miss and secure your tresses with
an elastic band to recreate this look. 14 of 15 Ebonee Davis' signature fro is the main goals of hair. When leaving your curls to do their thing naturally, finding the right products is key. I enjoy using crème styler like Deva Curls Super Stretch to add moisture and define my curls. 15 out of 15 Ok, so



remember that smoke I mentioned? It's in all its glory here. This updo is an option for all hair types whether you are relaxed, natural, sporty protective style or locusts. To create my smooth smoke with volume, I gave up a traditional elastic hair tie for an elastic headband. This story was originally published
on April 27, 2016. Something strange happens when a man adopts a hairstyle that is usually considered feminine. We feel the need to qualify that with a man. Bagels become man buns. Braids become male braids. And since these styles are on type, they become edgy and interesting, or, in some cases,
even strange. But we're going to let you in a little secret. Hair is hair, regardless of the sex of the person on whose head it is. Everyone should be able to wear it in any way that makes them happy - without being held to built gender standards. To prove our point, we tapped hairdresser Adam Maclay. Our
request? Make seven of the most beautiful spring hairstyles on a series of locks the length of Rapunzel... that it accidentally belongs to men. From the back, you can hardly tell who's wearing these views. In our opinion, it really shouldn't matter. Because who says a girl can't want style on a guy and vice
versa? Why is a bagel on a man a man's bun and not just a bagel? And, frankly, what's better than looking at a bunch of hot guys in even hotter haircuts? We say, absolutely nothing. Once you click in advance, we're sure you'll agree. You've never seen beauty like this before. Check out our beauty
innovator awards for the smartest, funniest, freshest to death products of the year. Frazer Harrison / Getty Images A haircut like this has a simple look. Frazer Harrison / Getty Images Hair with a little curler and wave is best shown with hair that has a little length. Fernanda Calfat / Getty Images Tousled is
always a good look as long as it is a good cut. Stefan Gosatti / Getty Images With hair that is longer on top it only takes pomade or gel to make it look neat and classic. Fernanda Calfat / Getty Images Brushing and swept aside is a sexy way to wear a haircut like this. Vittorio Zunino Celotto / Getty Images
This is a classic way to wear a hairstyle that is longer on top and short on the sides. It also doesn't require too much maintenance. Lucas Dawson / Getty Images Even with hair that is longer both on top and side, it can be neat and professional in appearance. Frazer Harrison / Getty Images With hair
brushed forward as in this photo, the stirring uneven bangs give texture and interest in hair. Fernanda Calfat / Getty Images A haircut like this one is pretty versatile. It can be brushed forward, as seen in this photo, giving a youthful carefree look with such long bangs. It can also be parted on the sides and
neatly combed or gelled back for a more elegant look. Julien M. Hekimian / Getty Images Highlights are better presented on hair with a little length. Vittorio Zunino Celotto/Getty Images Men's Rainbow on Top Hairstyle #11 Kevin Winter/Getty Images Men's Rainbow on Upper Hairstyle #12 Valerie
Macon/Getty Images Men's Rainbow on Top Hairstyle #13 Fernanda Calfat/Getty Images Men's rainbow on top hairstyle #14 Vittorio Zunino Celotto/Getty Images Men's rainbow on upper hairstyle #15 Having long hair leaves at your disposal plenty of hairstyles. Even if your hair is technically up in a
ponytail say, long hair has an effortless fall that casually cascades down your neck, back or shoulders. As a hairdresser, long hair is my favorite to play with because the options feel truly endless. Here are 50 covetable styles for long, cascading threads with tips to get you there every step of the way. 01
out of 50 While you have a little extra time on your hands, it might be worth trying a YouTube or Instagram video tutorial and learning a new braid technique, like this braid waterfall. This cascading duo is definitely a skill we want to acquire. Be gracious with yourself, of course, and try to start with one
braided waterfall before crushing it in the other. 02 out of 50 This haircut is two for one job right here. What appears to be the occasional half-top knot on the front is also part of the bubble ponytail! What a quick way to elevate such a simple style. 03 out of 50 To get added body and volume, rely on drying
attachments to provide a helping hand. Start by turning these rings upside down and using a diffuser to evenly distribute the airflow through the curls and help define their shape. Finish your kick dry with a wide tooth comb attachment to get the addition of uplift from your scalp. While shaking the curls,
apply a little hairspray to keep their airy, volumized shape. 04 out of 50 With such good hair props, there's really no need for much more with hair. To try a similar look to these flower flowers, you can use a floral wire or needle and thread to attach heavier props to your threads. 05 out of 50 When it comes
to Super long locks, you want sure that your color is in place. With so much hair to work with, mistakes can be left there to hide beneath the surface, and when you leave with curled hair, it can be harder to detect them. Try to look for a straight, smooth blowout, especially if you are more inclined to level it
yourself at home. 06 out of 50 Tired of your hair splitting down the middle or always falling to one side? Try to wear your hair back without parting for a change. With a mixed brush (like Mason Pearson) and your nozzle-assisted hairdryer, start pointing your hair back and forth towards the root to neutralize
things. Then brush your hair back into the desired position and spray with hairspray before allowing the warmth of your hairdryer to follow. Do this several times and help hair set with flat duck account clips or no crease clips. When finished, attach the diffusion of socks to the dryer and gently apply the cold
setting to the strands. 07 out of 50 To add a hippie look to your tresses, apply a generous squirt of hairspray everywhere before creating four braids with three strands in your hair. Run over each braid with flat iron, sighing (not tapping) from the roots to the tips. Do this several times before untangleing the
braids. Use a wide tooth comb to break down these subtle turns and ventilate it with your favorite dry texture spray. Reclaim the peace sign and groovy, baby. 08 out of 50 To get the most bodies from your curls or waves, make sure you have a hairstyle that provides good shape. Adding layers to hair
types with plenty of natural movement allows your tresses to fall effortlessly into place. 09 out of 50 For beautiful, stylized twists, technique is truly everything. For best results, make sure you're applying good tension. You will need a styling cream to help keep your twists and gel strongholds applied to
your ends to keep them together. Be sure to start with clean, detangled hair to make your twists last a good one to two weeks. 10 out of 50 There are several variations of waves that you can create with flat iron. One of our favorites is the S wave. Simply grab 1 part of the hair and gently push it from
below so that it is naturally pushed into the C shape. Tap this shape with a flat iron and continue to descend down the section, alternating the direction of that C-shaped shape to create your S. Sounds like a lot of letters to follow, but your hair will naturally create the shapes needed for this outcome. 11 out
of 50 We love this modernization of Japanese style buns, high and structural in its form with deliberately long ends cascading down. Trading sticks for an elegant, golden hairpin and round barrette bring a contemporary advantage to this style and we are fully on board for it. 12 out of 50 This woven fishtail
requires some seriously long, cascading locks to get this level of detail. To recreate, start high on top of the occipital bone by connecting both sides from the central and finish classically with The tape itself tie things off. This braid requires some very fine parts to get such an intricate-looking weave. 13 of
the 50 Box braids are classic go-to for long, cascading threads, natural or not. If your hair is not long enough, weaving in extensions is quite typical of this look. It's a really fun way to sport long hair for a couple of months. 14 out of 50 For a gelled look that's more natural and doesn't break or leave residue
around the hairline, turn to soft mousse instead of gel. Using diffusers and some clips without folds will help direct your hair so you want it to sit at the root. You can use water-based pomade to detail the edges or smooth your hair if necessary. 15 out of 50 protective accessories will help your hairstyles
last for days on end by preventing creases in your hair. Some of my favorites are gold claw clips and silk or satin scrunchies from My Kitsch. 16 out of 50 For soft curls like this, try using extra large hot rollers and brushing with your Mason Pearson. Bumble's Dryspun thickening spray will help add more
body to your style if necessary, and adding a ribbon or bow to the mix will give your style a very dainty, feminine feel. 17 out of 50 an easy way to accessorize long braids is this cross method cross with your banding choices. It can be elastic, shoe laces or any type of colored thread. Simply wrap the
center of the band around the top of the braid and cross them all the way down, joining the ends. 18 out of 50 For a retro-inspired 60s look, a la Brigette Bardot, use a teasing ponytail like this one from YS Park. Use the end of the comb to create a deep side part, then take thin parts on the crown and first
spray the back of each part with hairspray before entering with a teaser comb. When you lay down all your parts, gently brush it off to smooth it over with your Mason Pearson. 19 out of 50 When it comes to choosing products for ultra-long waves, be in forthcoming for ingredients such as shea butter,
coconut oil or avocado oil to make moisture a top priority for your hair. 20 out of 50 With strands this long, your ponytails will certainly be nothing short of chic. Pulling the strands straight back from the eye line will give a clear, firm look from the front as the ponytail cascades down the back. 21 out of 50
Take your bedhead waves from messy to glam'd up by tossing in a simple bejeweled hair pin or two. For a piece-y look at the ends, rub some pomade between your fingers and run them through your ends to get some separation. 22 out of 50 It's as if long, cascading braids don't get enough attention
enough, wrapping some of them in knots and letting others hang out definitely caught our eye. 23 out of 50 Maintenance of your long, luscious curls defined is really just a matter of using a barrel of the right size. If you choose a barrel too small, it will leave a very unnatural appearance and if you go too
wide, will give you serious volume. Volume. he's capable of giving it to you. Using serums or oils such as EVOLVh's Wonderbalm will also help provide natural, light separation. 24 out of 50 What's there to dislike about a classic cascading braid? The quick addition of this extra large scrunchie around the
base makes all the difference. 25 out of 50 You can use your favorite round brush to get a flat, full view of your blowout. When you get to the end, give them a quick little twist for a fun, soft touch for your look. 26 out of 50 If you naturally don't have wavy hair, fake it until you make it by adding ouai wave
spray ($26) to your strands, then scrunching parts into your hand. Hit each hand held pile with a blower dryer. Once the hair is completely dry, you can touch things by going over any strange waves or frizzier areas with your curling iron, shifting the direction of your barrel to wrap halfway down the strand
for those perfectly imperfect wild waves. 27 out of 50 To get a full head of curls, wrap 1 hair parts about 1 curling iron. Be sure to wrap each part in the same direction. Once this is done, grab a wet brush and rake through those curls, brushing out until what you get is a single, cohesive wave pattern with
lots of fluff and extra volume. 28 out of 50 side-swept hair is an easy way to lift your look for any occasion. If pinning it back to one side like Awkwafina isn't your jam, check out our list of 20 glamorous side-swept looks for more inspo. 29 out of 50 These 3/4 waves have left us googly eyed. With extensions
added for length and a wet brush taken only through the ends of our hair, we are left with amazing Disco Glam fever. For more '70s hair inspo, click here for our nod to feathered hairstyles. 30 out of 50 Sometimes, all it takes to get a retro-mod beauty look is pairing a cat's eye with chunky headbands.
Can you get more low key than that? 31 out of 50 When a natural ginger or redhead has long, cascading hair, the Little Mermaid fangirl in me lives vicariously through it. 32 out of 50 entertainment, funky updos like this require long threads to get the full effect. Once you have secured the ponytail straight
back from the ears, start twisting the ponytail, and then, just before it becomes too tight, lift the curl to the base of the head and secure with hair cones. Discreetly adding a bobby pin to the base will help you hold your strands further before letting the ends loosely hang out. 33 out of 50 triple or double iron
is an easy way to get a lot of nice movement into your hair with minimal effort. When you have extra long strands, any tool that can help reduce styling time is crucial for your styling efforts. 34 out of 50 Getting a big bomb Barbie blowout requires starting from scratch. Get your hands on a good volumizing
shampoo and conditioner and follow up with a volumizing primer like this from Virtue Labs. Generously applying an example to the roots dry) and drying with your hands will make your hair reach heaven in no time. 35 out of 50 Long hair is a prerequisite for some updo styles, such as these double Dutch
knitted buns. Divide your hair down the middle to create two French braids. Then wrap your ends in two buns and secure with hairpins. 36 out of 50 Long hair can provide a lot of natural volume when everything is tightly unified like this ballerina of the upper knot. Turn your head upside down and spray
the hairbrush with hairspray while maintaining good tension while pulling your hair together to remove bumps. 37 out of 50 super soft layers call for super soft color. With effortless colors and cut a combination that looks this natural, you can stretch your visits to the salon every six months to a minimum.
38 out of 50 Glitter always marks a good time, am I right?! Whether knitted or straight down, use a colour brush or a fine tooth comb to apply the gel around the parting or style and sprinkle the sequins while the product is wet and it will stick. 39 out of 50 Who says facial framing around the hairline must be
short?? Nobody, that's who. We love seeing Jessica Alba hugging those long cascading bits around her face. Add a scarf wrap in the mix and have a good view to channel top-notch, relaxed holiday vibes. 40 out of 50 long hairs don't always cask down. Sometimes he cascades. Whichever way it falls,
we vote it all hangs. 41 of the 50 Queen of Bows, Nell Diamond, who also has the longest hair in the whole country, launched some of her own hair accessories - fitted with bows, of course - to accompany the sleeping dresses and silk bags of her bedding brand, Hill House Home. 42 out of 50 A perfectly
imperfect attempt at random fishtail braids will have others looming over your threads from all directions. 43 out of 50 When you have long, thick hair, it doesn't require a ton of effort in the hair styling department to look completely together. A simple classic like this half-up half-down style is sure to get
loads of fans. 44 out of 50 Another fun way to spruce up a simple hairstyle on long strands is to add a different texture to your ends. Try to pull your hair into a high ponytail and crimping it to add some variation to your day-to-day. 45 of the 50 colored bobby pins are a playful touch on any hairstyle. Adding
two or three here and there can have a nice, subtle touch, or you can go all in and make a loud statement piece like this color gradient criss crossed bobby pins from root to end. 46 out of 50 Sometimes your best supplements are right under your nose. We love this woven into the wild grass on Olivia
Wilde that's drawn from her stylists' garden. 47 out of 50 If you want to be really experimental with your long strands, try to make a wet to dry look. Using wholes for styling or gel will help you style and set the hair closest to the roots. 48 out of 50 accessories are each hair length best friend. These Jennifer
Behr pins elevate a clean, elegant ponytail to Level. 49 out of 50 Giving yourself a deep side parting is a really fun way to your appearance when you need a simple route to prepare for an event. We've rounded up some more of our favorite side looks for you here. 50 out of 50 If you have long blonde hair,
you might try to make a bold statement with pop pastel. Adding a temporary, playful color like pink or lavender will give an immediate change of head-turning to previously bleached hair. It will fade with each wash, so it is a short-term connection. To learn more, check out our Complete Guide to Pastel
Departure. Pastel.
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